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#ShutEmDownPratt17

At Pratt, Black Lives Matter means addressing the systemic racism
and white supremacist ideology inherent in institutions of higher learning in America. It means creating dialogues around the racial inequality
within our institution, and fostering activism within our campus body. It
means confronting anti-Blackness openly and honestly.
Black Lives Matter Pratt reinforces activism as art and art as activism.
What We Do
• Encourage and educate faculty members on incorporating the
#BlackLivesMatter movement into their class curriculum.
• Work with faculty members to create open class periods fostering
collaboration across disciplines and exposing students to a wider
range of discussions.
• Facilitate Black Lives Matter Events on campus throughout the
2016-2017 academic year.
• Collaborate with local organizations and activists to work within
the broader Brooklyn community.
• Commit to critiquing and combatting the intersections of privilege
and oppression on our campus and holding ourselves accountable,
individually.
Who We Are
We are a group of faculty, staff, alumni, and students working
together to ensure that Black Lives Matter is an integral part of our
campus culture.

“

It is our job as artists and visionaries to create a new framework for who we
see and who must be acknowledged in the world. What can we do to stop the
perpetual criminalization of the Black body? How do we get in front of the
media’s criminalization of the dead? We vow to re-imagine what justice looks
like and investigate who justice is serving. We intend on bringing in dialogue
around black bodies and other bodies of color. We aim to bring in the dialogue
around women’s, trans men and trans women’s bodies. We cannot be pacified
by paid administrative leaves or shaken into silence through video loops of
unnecessary violence, deaths and fear. We aim to honor the slain victims and
the promise of this country. We will be given what we deserve. We will not
go back to sleep.
–BLM PRATT

”
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BLACK LIVES MATTER PRATT PRESENTS
A 3 day conference hosting many perspectives, ideas and theories on
the mission and goals that are Black Lives Matter. Our goal is to showcase performances, papers and panels from some of the most creative
and critically forward thinkers of our time.
We believe in fostering conversations that inspire, educate, and engage
with the writing community in substantial ways. In 2016, our first teachin event reached a wide audience, and we are excited to continue and
expand upon those discussions with the presenters featured this year.

em down means finding ways to creatively
“ shut
use language, poetics and political strategy to disrupt, dismantle and decolonize the frameworks that
oppress and depress underserved communities
across the globe.
–Camonghne Felix

”

SOCIAL MEDIA INFO: 
Please share your thoughts about conference events and happenings with
our friends and colleagues #BLMPratt2017 #ShutEmDownPratt17
VIDEO PHOTOGRAPHY:
To create an archival record of the event and to have materials available
for potential future educational purposes, we are planning to film and
photograph a few segments of the conference. Individuals speaking at
these events will be asked to sign an appearance release form. If you have
objections regarding being filmed or photographed, please let your session
moderator know at the beginning of the session.
BOOK SALE:
Books available at registration table.
PERSONAL BELONGINGS:
Please keep personal belongings with you. Pratt is not responsible for
lost items.
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Thursday
10-12
DESIGN CENTER

REGISTRATION & WELCOME
Hosted by BLMPRATT Program Director:
Mahogany L. Browne
Viewing of Art Installation
“Niggas Die Everyday” by Falu & Kevin Scott Young

12:30 - 2
DESIGN CENTER

Breakout 1
Opportunities for White People in the Fight for Racial Justice
Maureen Benson
Artist: Paul Tran

12:30 - 2
ARC E-02

Breakout 2 Decolonize This Place
Amin Hussain
Artist: Jive Poetic

2:30 - 4
MAIN 210

Breakout 3 Rap Is Lit:
HIP HOP Activism, EDUCATION, and Literature
Jive Poetic

2:30-4
ENGR 307

Breakout 4 Unity and Struggle
Tongo Eisen Martin

4-5
DESIGN CENTER

Refreshments
Sponsored by Humanties Media Studies

5-6
DESIGN CENTER

Afternoon Mixer:
Community Speakout & Open Mic
hosted by WWOC, INSURGENT POETS SOCIETY
& BLMPRATT
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Friday
10-12
DESIGN CENTER

Morning Mixer:
DAP Project
(Coffee/Tea provided by School of Design)

12:30 - 2
DESIGN CENTER

Breakout 5 Alternating Futures
Salome Asega & Ayo Okunseinde
Artist: Anthony McPherson

12:30 - 2
DESIGN CENTER
LOBBY

Breakout 6 Unity and Struggle
Tongo Eisen Martin

12:30 - 2
ENGR 307

Breakout 7
Presentation: Arming Yourself with Black Joy
ft. Black Nerd Problems

2- 3
ENGR 307

Lunch Seminar Full Conference
(Food provided by Humanities and Media Studies)
w/Clint Smith on Racial Inequality & America

3:15-4:30
ARC E-02

Breakout 8 Empowerment Summit
Adriana Green and Sasha Banks

3:15-4:30
ENGR 307

Breakout 9 Diversity Initiative Group Workshop
Artist: Paul Tran

4:30-6:30
MEMORIAL HALL

Presentation:
#SayHerName: An Evening of Art and Action
Abby Dobson, Nina Mercer & AAPF

6:45 - 9:45
MEMORIAL HALL

EVENING EVENT
Viewing of: ‘Free Angela and All Political Prisoners’
w/film screening followed by
Q&A W/Director: Shola Lynch
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Saturday

9
HIGGINS LOBBY

Refreshments & Check-In

9:30-11
HIGGINS HALL
111 SOUTH

Breakout 10 Performing Stories of Creative Activism
BrotherHood Dance

9:30-11
HIGGINS HALL
104 NORTH

Breakout 11 Define Urban Planning
and Black Lives Matter Intersections of
NYC PRATT Center for Community Development
Artist: Steven Willis

11-12:30
HIGGINS HALL
111 SOUTH

Breakout 12 Cultivating a Grassroots Organization
Panel: Dwayne Moore (BLM Stonybrook)
Tongo Eisen Martin (The Last 3%)
Jive Poetic (Insurgent Poets Society)
Camonghne Felix (POC for Solvency)

11-12:30
HIGGINS HALL
104 NORTH

Breakout 13
Black and Brown Stand Up: Unidos, Si Se Puede!
Jazmin Peralta
Artist: Crystal Valentine

12:30-1
HIGGINS HALL
111 SOUTH

CLOSING CIRCLE / FEEDBACK SURVEY
Hosted by BLMPRATT Co-Chairs: Daniel Wright
and Nakisha Henry

1-3

Dinner Break
(On Your Own)

4-7
MEMORIAL HALL

KEYNOTES:
Camonghne Felix and Amin Hussain

Doors @ 4
Show @ 4:30-7

Performances:
Tim Seibles (VA Poet Laureate)
Crystal Valentine (2015 Youth Poet Laureate)
Tongo Eisen Martin
Brotherhood Dance
Usama Siddique
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Brother(hood) Dance! Ricarrdo Valentine and Orlando Zane Hunter, Jr are the
visionaries of a new and vibrant multidisciplinary collective.

Camonghne Felix is a poet, political speechwriter and essayist. She earned an MA in
Arts Politics at NYU, a 2012 Pushcart Prize nominee, and the 2013 recipient of the Cora
Craig Award for Young Women.You can find her work in various spaces, including Youtube,
and in publications like Apogee, Union Station, and Poetry Magazine. She is also the author
of the chapbook Yolk, published via Penmanship Books in March 2015 and in May of that
year was listed by Black Youth Project as a “Black Girl From the Future You Should Know.”
Amin Husain’s interests focus on resistance and liberation, as well as movement generated theory and practice. His research and teaching interests span debt and financialization, globalization and political economy, social movements and cultures of resistance,
race, class and ethnicity in the media, and postcolonial theory. He is a founding member
of Global Ultra Luxury Faction (G.U.L.F.), direct action wing of Gulf Labor Coalition; a member
of Gulf Labor Coalition, a self-organized group of artists, writers, architects, curators, and
other cultural workers trying to ensure worker’s rights are protected when art, labor
and global capital intersect; a founding member and managing editor of Tidal: Occupy Theory, Occupy Strategy, a printed theory and strategy magazine of the Occupy movement; a
founding member of MTL, a collective that combines aesthetics, research and organizing in
its practice; and founding member of NYC Solidarity with Palestine.
Shola Lynch, is an award-winning American filmmaker with two decades of experience
in film based in New York. Shola is currently working on several film projects including her
first narrative feature tentatively titled “The Outlaw” which she was awarded a prestigious
Creative Capital grant for development. Since 2013 she has also served as the Curator of
the Moving Image & Recorded Sound division of the New York Public Library’s Schomburg
Center for Research in Black Culture. Her criticallly accalimed second feature documentary, FREE ANGELA & All Political Prisoners, about the iconic Angela Davis premiered at the
Toronto International Film Festival in 2012. Shola graduated from the University of Texas
with a Liberal Arts Honors Degree. She also holds a Master’s degree in American History
& Public History Resource Management from the University of California at Riverside.
She also earned a Master’s degree in journalism from Columbia University. She currently
lives in Harlem, NY with her husband, Vince Morgan, and their two children, Julian and
Violet.
Born and raised in Chicago Illinois, 24 year old Steven Willis uses his writing background to embark on the daunting task of creatively articulating African American culture.
With art heavily influenced by urban life and religion, Steven mixes elements of hip hop
and performance with formal teachings of history and anthropology to help express his
eclectic personal narrative. Willis began doing spoken word at the age of 15 as a participant of Louder Than A Bomb and has performed for the likes of Chicago Mayor Rahm
Emanuel and Olympic Track Gold Medalist Sonya Richards Ross. Wills is a contributing
writer to the BreakBeat Poets Anthology, NYU’s National Council for Teacher of English
Journal, Manhattanville College’s Graffiti Magazine and is a 2 time Individual World Poetry
Slam finalist. He is current Mentor and Residence at Urban Word NYC.
Salome Asega is a Brooklyn-based artist and researcher whose practice celebrates
dissensus and multivocality. Through participatory research, she works collaboratively to
build interactive installations and to develop odd wearables. She is the co-host of speculative talk show Hyperopia: 20/30 Vision on bel-air radio and the Assistant Director of
POWRPLNT, a digital art collaboratory. Salome has participated in residencies and fellowships at Eyebeam, New Museum, and the Laundromat Project, and she has given presentations at New Inc, Performa, Eyeo, and the Schomburg Center. Salome received her MFA
from Parsons at The New School in Design and Technology and her BA from New York
University in Social Practice.
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Maureen Benson, M. Ed, is theformer COO and Director of Pacific Educational Group
and currently COO and Director of Education for a Vital Sign, an emerging think tank of
educators,economists, policy makers, community organizers and teacher union leaders.
Benson has been in education (both non-profits and for profits) for over 20 years engaging
with the private sector, government and educational systems with an emphasis on interrupting the personal and systemic perpetuation of historical disparities.
Originally from San Francisco, Tongo Eisen-Martin is a movement worker and educator who has organized against mass incarceration and extra-judicial killing of Black people
throughout the United States. He has taught in detention centers from New York’s Rikers
Island to California county jails. He designed curricula for oppressed people’s education
projects from San Francisco to South Africa. His latest curriculum on extrajudicial killing of
Black people, We Charge Genocide Again, has been used as an educational and organizing
tool throughout the country. He recently lived and organized around issues of human
rights and self-determination in Jackson, MS.
Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1955, Tim Seibles graduated with a BA in English
from Southern Methodist University in 1977. He later earned his MFA in Creative Writing
from Vermont College. He has published four collections of poetry—Body Moves, HurdyGurdy, Hammerlock, and Buffalo Head Solos—that often address social issues, such as
race and sexuality, as well as personal identity, and he has been honored with the Open
Voice Award. Seibles currently lives in Virginia, where he is as a Professor of English and
Creative Writing in the MFA Program of Old Dominion University. He is currently the
VA Poet Laureate.
Clint Smith is a doctoral candidate at Harvard University and has received
fellowships from Cave Canem, the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop, and the National
Science Foundation. He is a 2014 National Poetry Slam champion, a speaker at the 2015
TED Conference and an NAACP 2017 Outstanding Literary Work nominee. His writing
has been published in The New Yorker, The Guardian, The American Literary Review, Boston
Review, Harvard Educational Review and elsewhere. He was born and raised in New Orleans.

Dwayne Moore is a senior at Stony Brook University graduating Spring 2017. He is
a Sociology major, minoring in Africana Studies. He is the President of the Black Student
Union and works closely with the BLM Chapter at Stony Brook. Dwayne plans on pursuing
a career in education to help fix the educational gap within the country.

Anthony McPherson (aka Tony Fearnone) resides in New York City. His biracial
poetry intertwines various artforms such as breakdance, beatboxing, as well as a myriad of
character impressions. He ranks 5th in the nation (National Poetry Slam) and is the current Inkslam champion. McPherson garnered the attention of Button Poetry, Huffington
Post and Upworthy. You can see him perform in an upcoming Lions Gate film, title to be
announced. He is a Nuyorican Grand Slam poet (3rd at NPS 2012) and an Urban Word
alum (2nd at BNV ‘08). Mr. Fearnone represents those who left home far behind to make
it, and those who will go far enough to find themselves - their best selves.
William Evans is a writer and educator from Columbus, OH. In addition to creating
the Writing Wrongs Poetry Slam, he is also the co-founder and Editor-in-Chief for Blacknerdproblems.com. As a freelancer, he has written for such publications as The Thought
Project and Columbus Alive. He has published two poetry manuscripts, both appearing on
Penmanship Books.
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Abby Dobson is the 2016 Artist-in-Residence with the African American Policy Forum (AAPF). A Sonic Conceptualist Artist, Dobson’s sound is the alchemy of R&B/Soul,
jazz, classic pop, gospel, and folk, forging a gem that erases musical boundaries. Abby has
performed at venues such as S.O.B’s, Kennedy Center Millennium Stage, Apollo Theater,
Blue Note Jazz Club, Queens Museum, and The Tonight Show (Jay Leno). Featured on
Talib Kweli’s album “Gravitas” on “State of Grace”, Abby was also nominated for a 2014
BET Hip Hop Award for Best Impact Song. Abby received a Juris Doctorate degree from
Georgetown University Law Center and a Bachelor’s degree from Williams College in
Political Science and History. An artist and independent scholar, Abby’s interests focus on
the intersection of race and gender in the imagination, creation, and consumption of music. A sampling of recent presentations include: International James Baldwin Conference
at American University of Paris (2016), Association for the Study of African American
History and Life Conference (2013-2015); Anna Julia Cooper Project at Tulane University
(2013); and National Women’s Studies Association (NWSA) Conference (2013). Passionate about using music as a tool for empathy cultivation, Abby creates music to inspire
audiences to reflect on the world in which we live and engage in action to promote
transformative social change. Abby creates music to privilege black female voices and
highlight the human condition. Inspired by AAPF’s social justice work, Abby composed and
performs “Say Her Name” in tribute to the black women lost to state and non-state violence. Abby also volunteers with the National Organization for Women, NYC Chapter’s
Activist Alliance serving as a member of its Intersectionality Committee. Abby is currently
wrapping up recording for “Sister Outsider”, her highly anticipated follow up to her debut
album, slated for release in 2017. www.abbydobsonsings.com
Nina Angela Mercer is a cultural worker. Her plays include GUTTA BEAUTIFUL;
RACING MY GIRL, SALLY; ITAGUA MEJI: A Road & A Prayer; GYPSY & THE BULLY
DOOR; MOTHER WIT & WATER BORN (a trilogy); and DEEP SOUL IN THE TEMPLE.
Her work has been shared at the Warehouse Theatre, The Woolly Mammoth Theatre
Company for DC’s Fringe Festival, Rutgers University-Newark and New Brunswick,Wings
Theatre, Brecht Forum, The Classical Theatre of Harlem, Dr. Barbara Ann Teer’s National
Black Theatre, The Nuyorican Poets’ Café, Abrons Arts Center/Henry Street Settlement,
Dumbo Sky, and The Little Carib Theatre. Her writing is published in The Killens Review
of Arts & Letters, Black Renaissance Noire, Voices Magazine #SayHerName Edition, and
CONTINUUM. She is a co-founder and co-director of Ocean Ana Rising - www.oarinc.
org. Nina has taught at Medgar Evers College – CUNY, Howard University, University
of Maryland, College Park, and American University. She is currently a doctoral fellow
of Theatre and Performance at The Graduate Center-CUNY. She teaches at Brooklyn
College. Nina is also mother to two daughters, which makes her slightly outnumbered
at home. Updates about productions, performances, and other musings can be found at
http://windowsdoorsclosetsanddrawers.blogspot.com
Jennifer Falú’s passion for creative expression through poetry is the foundation of
her professional and personal life. At age fourteen she wrote her first poem and began
reciting her poetry at sixteen. She is a celebrated performance artist throughout NYC and
across the country. As a member of the 2006, 2009, 2012 and 2014 Nuyorican Poets Café
Slam Teams, she became the top female poet of the year in 2006, and ranked 3rd in both
2009 and 2012 and was 1/4 of the Tri-State area’s first All Female Poetry Slam Team. As a
performer, Falú has shared the stage with Jennifer Holliday and Patti LaBelle. She made her
film debut in the movie, “Mania Days” alongside Katie Holmes, as well as the Rza directed
“Coco” alongside Jill Scott and Common, where she is credited as a writer. She is also
featured in a documentary following the 2016 Brooklyn Slam Team, in which they compete
against 90 other teams, ultimately ranking 5th in the Nation. A Cave Canem Fellow, as
of 2016, she is using her writing as activism work for Black Poets Speak Out and Black
Lives Matter. Her creative expression is further established in the four books authored by
Falú entitled, “Ten Things I Want To Say to A Black Man,” “The Wet on My Tongue,” “When Ears
Collide with Souls” and “& This We Know.” She is published in several anthologies, including
‘”30/30” and “His Rib” and received a full spread in Urban Ink Magazine. She was also
contracted by the Sports and Arts in Schools Foundation to write their current poetry
curriculum and helped implement a “Redefining Manhood” curriculum for young, Black
men in high school. Connect with Jennifer Falú on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter or via email at
Jennifer.falu@gmail.com
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Jive Poetic received his BA in Media Studies from the State University of New York at
Buffalo. He has performed his work in venues ranging from the Australian House of Parliament to the Tom Thumb Theater in Kent, England. He was also one of two poets selected
by the US Embassy to represent American slam poetry during an international cultural
exchange program in Warsaw, Poland. Jive Poetic has collected grand slam championship titles from Pensacola, Florida to Munich, Germany. In 2003, Jive Poetic was a member of the
Nuyorican Poet’s Café’s National Slam team ranking second in the nation as a team, and
10th as an individual. In 2004, he was a member of the Providence Rhode Island Slam Team;
in 2005 he was a member of the NYC Louder Arts Slam Team; in 2006 he was a member
of the Brooklyn National Slam Team. In 2011 he served on the advisement panel at the
Australian National Slam Summit. He was featured on season four of TVONE’s LEXUS
VERSES AND FLOW. He is the co-founder of The SOUNDBITES POETRY FESTIVAL, the
only performance poetry festival in New York City, and currently hosts the open slam at
Nuyorican Poet’s Café.When he is not on tour or hosting, Jive Poetic teaches performance
poetry and hip – hop workshops to at risk youth in New York City and surrounding tristate area. Recently, Jive released his third poetry album, PERPENDICTIVE, and is currently
an MFA candidate in The Pratt Institute’s creative writing and activism program.
Born and raised in the Bronx, Crystal Valentine is a writer, activist and educator.
A recent graduate of NYU, Crystal is the current three-time Grand Slam Champion of NYU’s poetry slam team as well the two-time winner of the College Unions
Poetry Slam Invitational. She was the 2015 NYC Youth Poet Laureate and is the 9th
ranked woman poet in the world by way of the Woman of the World Poetry Slam.
Crystal’s work has been featured on programming for MSNBC, Blavity and CNN. She
has recently been named Glamour Magazine’s 2016 College Woman of the Year, and
is the author of her first book, Not Everything is a Eulogy. When she isn’t performing,
Crystal can be found leading youth workshops at the Harlem Children’s Zone.
Sasha Banks is a poet whose work has appeared in Alight, Austin IPF, Kinfolks Quarterly,
B O D Y Literature, and has been performed in Tulane University’s Vagina Monologues. Sasha
is the creator of Poets for Ferguson. She lives in Brooklyn, NY where she is learning to be
black & spectacular, at the same damn time.

Adriana Green is a cross-genre writer who moved to Brooklyn just to be a part
of the unique Pratt MFA in Writing program. Prior to attending Pratt, she worked in
the non-profit and theatre worlds in Richmond, VA. She’s had the honor of having her
work presented on stage with TheatreLab in Richmond as well as a recent publication in
FANZINE. She is currently working on her first manuscript and writes about race, death,
grieving, and America.

Paul Tran is a Pushcart Prize-nominated poet and historian. Their work appears in Prairie Schooner,The Cortland Review, RHINO, which gave them an Editor’s Prize, and elsewhere.
A recipient of fellowships and residencies from Kundiman, VONA, Poets House, Lambda
Literary Foundation, Napa Valley Writers Conference, Home School Miami, the Vermont
Studio Center, and the Conversation Literary Festival, Paul is the first Asian American in
almost twenty years to represent the Nuyorican Poets Cafe at the National Poetry Slam
and Individual World Poetry Slam, where they ranked Top 10. Paul is completing their
debut full-length manuscript. It investigates intergenerational trauma, sexual violence, and
U.S. empire after 1975. They live in New York City, where they serve as Poet in Residence
at Urban Word NYC and Poetry Editor at The Offing.
Usama Siddiquee is a Bengali-American stand-up comedian and actor based in New
York. He’s the kind of comic you want to follow right now, so you can totally gloat to your
friends about how you were totally into him before he got huge. And then they’ll get really
jealous of your impeccable foresight and superior taste.
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PROGRAM/EVENT DISCRIPTIONS
Salome Asega
Alternating Futures will talk about models for participatory tech and design
projects with particular emphasis on Iyapo Repository. The repository is a resource library which houses a collection of digital and physical artifacts created
to affirm and project the future of people of African descent. The collection is
managed and developed through a series of participatory workshops where participants become archivists of a future history they envision. We’ll end the talk by
running through a condensed version of an Iyapo Repository workshop.
Maureen Benson
Opportunities for White People in the Fight for Racial Justice
is a workshop to engage in a balance of honest self-reflection and planning for
effective action.
BLMPratt
Cultivating a Grassroots Organization is a panel discussion sharing experiences, obstacles and successes for any burgeoning organizer. Focusing on citizenship of campus and wider communities.
Brotherhood Dance
Performing Stories of Creative Activism begins with a prompt for this
workshop is “What are the different ways you can use movement to illustrate creative responses to injustice? From this prompt participants will create their own
authentic movement vocabulary to illustrate a scene of injustice they’ve witnessed
as well as creating their response or desired response to that specific inequity.
Diversity Initiative Group
Considering Pratt Without Barriers: An Interactive Neighbordriven workshop. The Programs for Sustainable Planning and Development
(PSPD) graduate student-led workshop will explore Pratt’s relationship with the
long-term community around the campus. Through a participatory and interactive
workshop, we will discuss the physical barriers in urban environments that create
both physical and mental barriers for communities which perpetuate racial/social
injustices.
The African American Policy Forum (AAPF) presents: #SayHerName: An Evening of Art & Action
co-curated with AAPF Artist-in-Residence, Abby
Dobson & Nina Angela Mercer The night will feature a variety of art forms
with specific emphasis on spoken word poetry and music. Through performance,
the artists will seek to lift up the names and stories of Black women who have been
victimized by state violence and killed by the police. Together we will say their
names and honor their lives.
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William Evans & Black Nerd Problems
Arming Yourself with Black Joy ft. Black Nerd Problems is a panel discussing an era of politics and governing that
is not only an about-face from the previous administration, but
openly hostile towards people of color. Black Nerd Problems is
not only a pop culture website, but a community built around
fighting for representation in the media we consume and practicing resistance by
finding the Blackest joy in all things entertainment and nerdy. Writers for the site
will be speaking on how they find the quiet in all the noise shouted against them and
where you can find the simple pleasures you need to recharge you for the battle
we’re facing.
Jennifer Falú & Kevin Scott Young
“Niggas Die Every Day...An Exhibit” reconciles the
legacy of racial injustice in the United States with the angst and
aggression of the hip-hop generation. Comprised of painting,
sculptures, mixed-media and performance art. Every Day aims to
move the conversation of systematic racial oppression past the
comfort of hindsight and into a more contemporary and exigent purview.
Adriana Green & Sasha Banks
Empowerment Summit: Artistic Practice & Self-Care was designed
last year as a way to promote racial well-being on campus. This year’s rendition of
the Empowerment Summit continues that mission with a focus on artistic practice
& self-care. Led by students in the MFA in Writing program, Adriana Green and
Sasha Banks will guide participants through a deeper look at their own artistic
practice while exploring contemporary artists’ navigations of oppression & selfcare within the Black community.
Amin Hussain
Decolonize This Place’s co-founder discusses the building of a movement space
that is action-oriented around indigenous struggle, black liberation, Free Palestine,
global wage workers and de-gentrification.
Shola Lynch
Writer/director Shola Lynch follows up her 2004 documentary
Chisholm ‘72: Unbought and Unbossed with this film centered on
the struggle of educator and activist Angela Davis, an outspoken
UCLA professor whose affiliation with the Communist Party and
the Black Panthers landed her on the FBI’s Ten Most Wanted list
while challenging our perceptions of political freedom in America. From her early
years as a student in the U.S. and abroad to her highly publicized arrest and trial
following the brazen hostage-taking and murder of Marin County judge Harold
Haley in California, Lynch’s film leaves no stone unturned as it explores every
remarkable detail of Davis’ life, and allows her to tell her own stories through a
series of intimate interviews. ~ Jason Buchanan, Rovi
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Tongo Eisen Martin
Unity and Struggle is a workshop that will cover realities of late stage imperialism and organizing against it. We will especially focus on consciousness; how
do people accept the illusion of a permanent empire or oppressor, what does that
counterrevolutionary acceptance look like, and conversely, what is revolutionary
consciousness (at least in practice). We will begin to answer for ourselves how do
we relate to each other now, and how do we need to relate to each other to win
liberation.
Jazmin Peralta
Black & Brown Stand Up: Unidos, Si Se Puede! is a workshop that
confronts “What about Latinx lives?” This session affirms the need as to why
Latinxs should support and stand in solidarity with the Black Lives Matter movement. It explores the many lived experiences of Latinxs in America who also experience racialized police brutality and mass incarceration at disproportionate rates,
along with anti-immigrant laws that aim to break families apart. It also explores the
causes as to why the Latinx community may not feel connected to the movement.
Jive Poetic
Rap IS lit: HIP-HOP Activism, EDUCATION, and Literature is a generative workshop that will not only discuss Rap and Hip Hop as a form of literature, but to also create discourse about how this and other contemporary forms
of poetry serves as tools to activate and educate young minds.
Pratt Center
Racial Justice & Urban Planning is a panel/workshop that
will discuss where and how urban planning and racial justice
intersect, and the benefits of community planning using racial
justice as a framework. The goal of this panel is to introduce the concept of racial
justice as it relates to urban planning using digestible examples discussed in detail,
with a focus on NYC specific planning issues. This panel is geared towards both
urban planners, who may not be familiar with racial justice, and organizers and activists, who may not be familiar with the role of urban planning in policy and equity
work, although not limited to these groups of students.
Clint Smith
The author, poet & Ph.D Candidate will talk about the relationship between poetry
and history, and how art can be used as a means of reorienting our understanding
of the past.
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NOTES:
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SPONSORS:

BLM@Pratt.edu
#BLMPratt2017
www.blacklivesmatterpratt.com
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